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EDITORIAL NOTE

African Journal of AIDS and HIV Research is a friend 
surveyed, open-access diary that distributes unique exploration 
papers, basic audits, short interchanges and case reports 
managing the counteraction, treatment, fix, just as essential 
examination about drug advancement, HIV immunizations, 
pre-openness prophylaxis, or post-openness prophylaxis, 
the idea of HIV as an irresistible specialist and AIDS as the 
infection brought about by HIV. 

The diary acknowledges articles on the most recent 
advancements in every aspect of AIDS and HIV Research. The 
point of the diary is to fill in as a stage for the spread of inventive 
examination in every aspect of AIDS and HIV Research. The 
intended interest group of the diary contains the two scientists 
and specialists. All compositions go through a thorough friend 
audit measure. 

African Journal of AIDS and HIV Research intends to 
expand the comprehension of the social elements of HIV/AIDS, 
and incorporates articles from, among others, the controls of 
social science, demography, the study of disease transmission, 
social topography, financial aspects, brain science, human 
studies, theory, wellbeing correspondence, media, social 
investigations, general wellbeing, instruction, nursing science 
and social work. Papers identifying with sway, care, avoidance 
and social arranging, just as articles covering social hypothesis 
and the set of experiences and legislative issues of HIV/AIDS, 
will be considered for distribution. 

HIV represents Human Immunodeficiency Virus. HIV is 
the infection that causes AIDS. Your insusceptible framework 
is your body’s protection framework. While the invulnerable 
framework can handle numerous infections, HIV targets and 
contaminates the very safe framework cells that shield us from 
germs and ailments. These phones are a sort of white platelet 
called CD4 cells (now and then called T cells). 

Without drug to control the infection, HIV typically assumes 
control over CD4 cells and transforms them into production 
lines that produce a large number of duplicates of the infection. 
As the infection makes duplicates, it harms or dispenses with 
the CD4 cells, debilitating the safe framework. This is the 
means by which HIV causes AIDS. 

There are a wide range of strains of HIV that are assembled 
into two primary sorts: 

• HIV-1: most normal sort around the world 

• HIV-2: discovered for the most part in West Africa, 
Asia, and Europe 

It is workable for one individual living with HIV to convey 
a few distinct strains of HIV in their body simultaneously. 

HIV stays perhaps the most genuine worldwide wellbeing 
dangers within recent memory. In 2017, 1.8 million individuals 
were contaminated with HIV, and 940,000 kicked the bucket of 
AIDS-related causes. 

We accept we can end the AIDS scourge. Since 2010, 
passings identified with AIDS have dropped by 35% in the 
piece of the reality where we work. More individuals are getting 
treatment than any other time. By maintaining the emphasis on 
the requirements and privileges of key populaces, we have the 
ability to forestall new HIV diseases and guarantee those living 
with AIDS are not abandoned. This is the thing that Pathfinder 
does. 

There is neither an immunization nor a solution for HIV. 
The most ideal approach to forestall HIV is to utilize avoidance 
strategies without fail, including more secure sex (picking low-
or no-hazard exercises, utilizing condoms, taking HIV drugs on 
the off chance that you are living with HIV, or PrEP on the off 
chance that you are HIV-negative), and utilizing sterile needles 
(for medications, chemicals or tattoos). For more data, see our 
reality sheet on HIV Vaccines.
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